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Hello Friends, 

everyone wants to earn money from the
market, everyone wants profit in the
market but no one wants loss.
Friends, trading means buying and selling,
it is not just that, very early traders just lose
their capital in the pursuit of buy and sell,
but if we do the same thing by studying,
then we can get a lot of profit from the
market, you should study it well. You will be
able to get a good profit out of the market...
  Somewhere many people also say that
trading is gambling, my wish is trading is
not gambling, first of all you should know
that what is the difference between
gambling and trading, friends, we do not
know the meaning of gambling and we are
doing that work. We can call it gambling
and what we know we are doing we will
not call it gambling



In Trade  we can find out what the stock
can do, it can be said that just we should
know that when we will be able to do it,
when we will work hard, then we are going
to know the strategies in this eBook of
today, so you should understand it better.
And you have to train by doing paper trade,
after that you have to enter the market, if
you are a beginner, then you have to study
for a month, after that you have to
comfortably enter the market with small
capital because friends, what a good
strategy you have. If you do not have
discipline and patience then you can never
get money out of the market, you have to
understand the market well, then give time
to the market, see what the market does
and study it, my wish is if you understand
the market well, then at least work You will
have to give time in the market for 2 years,
it is not necessary that you have to do tr
every day, so read this e-book very carefully,
friends, you have to read this e-book well
and not only have to read it also have to
understand

Let's start....



fibonacci Strategy 
Friends our first strategy is base on fibo that means we
will not use any indicator in s strategy solely price action
is going to use here we , first of all you have to look at the
below images carefully 

Friends, this is the chart of the 15 minute time frame of
banknifty, if we had entered at the beginning of the day,
our capital would have doubled but how we can capture
this momentum, we will know next 



1st 15 minute candle 

Friends, as soon as the market opens, you have to let the
first 15 minutes of candles close, that means the market
has opened, whether there is a red candle or a green
candle, just wait for it to close and like the first 15
minute candle is closed, there you have to Fibonacci is
to be applied as given below

important level 

important level 

In this way you have to put Fib in the first 15 min candle
as given below which is the first important level and
high Pay or Dussehra important level as given below



important level 

important level 

Friends, like hi necessary level break is there we can get
a big momentum whether it is oh upside or downside,
we just have to wait patiently and now we will
understand the level of fibo..

a

b

c
e

d
f

( Level A & D ) :- Level A and D tells us about the
momentum of the upside, if this break occurs then it
means we can get the upside momentum, almost we
can do 50 point expectation in banknifty or 30 point in
nifty but the candle which is there is a and should close
above A and D level



( Level B & C ) :- Level B and C tell us about the
momentum of the downside, if it breaks then it means
we can get the momentum of a downside It should
close below B and C level

( Level F ) :- Friends, Level F is very important level, if this
level breaks in the morning itself, then here we can get a
big momentum of upside.
  Banknifty here has the power to double your capital,
you just have to be patient to hold the profit. 

( Level E ) :-Friends, this level is also the same as level F,
if this break happens then you can get a big momentum
of downside.

  Entry 

 
 targe

t 

  stoploss

Friends, the way we have studied for Downside Momentum, you
can try it in the same way in Upside, you have to understand the
strategy and try



Supertrend Strategy 

Friends Supertrend is such an indicator which gives us
buy/sell signal, there you also get all the fake signals but
we can know which signal is right and which signal is
fake, you just have to work a little hard in this strategy.
You can make good profit from the strategy, just a little
hard work and knowledge is required, you can use this
strategy to trade options of banknifty nifty 50
So let's move on to our strategy

Friends, in s strategy we are going to use the same
indicator which is named supertrend and we are going
to use it in the chart of banknifty friends we are working
in option then we have to see the chart of banknity and
there we have to see the 3 minute frame We have to use,
we do not have to see the option chart here, only have to
see the chart of Banknifty



Friends, in this strategy, you have to stay updated with
the market news so that we know what is going on in
the market, if the news in the market is negative, then
we will get the momentum of downside in the market, if
the news in the market is positive then we will get the
momentum of the upside. is on the news

selling trigger 

Entry Stop-loss 

target 



Friends, here we are learning this strategy on nifty and
banknifty and banknifty has the power to poach 100
calls up to 300-400.
Suppose there is some news in the market which can
bring down the market, that means, it can bring down
the BankNifty, then we will get the selling trigger as
soon as we get the selling trigger, we will make a sell
entry there.
Because we know the news in the market is negative
If we got sell trigger then what can we buy there either
we will buy PE there and short CE we can sell future also

  Entry 

  Stoploss

  target 



  Entry 

  Stoploss

  target 

Friends, this strategy is very simple, we just have to work with
patience, if we enter and exit with 10-20 points, then it is very
difficult to make money from the market then what should we
do…?
Friends, whenever we enter a trade, we should keep a target of 50
points and stoploss should be 20-30 points.
Suppose you took your trade today, you placed a stop loss of 20
points and placed a target of 50 points and that trade was
successful, then you took out 50 points from there.
Again you took the trade the next day and there your 20 point
stop loss was hit, then you made 50 point profit on the first day
today 20 point loss happened, even now you will still be in profit
If you are a beginner then you do not have to overtrade, if you
have a loss of 500 today, then you will enter another trade to
recover that loss, if your stoploss is hit there then your loss will
increase then this is the solution Don't trade if stoploss is hit on
that day



  gap up
Opening 

Friends, if the market gapup is open here, then should we trade
here Friends, if the market gapup is open then it means that there
can be an upside momentum in the market and the gap can also
be filled but which is an important indicator of our strategy He is
giving us a buy signal, so what will we do here?
Friends, I have told in the very beginning that we have to give
more focus on the news, in this strategy, suppose the news in the
market is negative but the one which is supertrend is giving us
buy signal, then we will not buy or we will wait for sell trigger.
When we will get sell signal in 3 minutes then we will enter there
till then we have to wait



Friends, here we got the sell trigger, here we can enter for the sell
side, so friends, how did we know this, from the news

  gap up
Opening 

Friends, as there was a gap up opening and the trigger
that came was also true, it means the news is positive in
the market and we got to see a good moment from the
gap opening that Banknifty did.



Friends, sometimes after the trigger of buying and
selling, the market turns sideways, friends, there is no
news in the market positive and not even negative, so
there we get to see such a moment, friends, in this
strategy, you should practice well. Have to do paper
trade, then enter the market



support and resistance Strategy 

Friends, we will call this strategy support and resistance
strategy here we are not going to use any indicator just
using price action this strategy you can use crypto in
index in any stock. You have to practice by doing paper
trade, after that if you want to try in the market, then
let's start.

Support 

Friends, we will start this strategy from the basic,
friends, the line drawn in the above chart, we will call it
support, friends, what is support?
Support is the one that does not allow any stock to go
down, if a stock is coming up by touching any level
again and again, then it is its support as you have been
told in the chart above.



resistance 

Friends, the line drawn in the above chart, we will call it
resistance, which means that a stock does not allow to
go up, that means the stock is trying to go upside but
that level is coming down from that level, we call it
resistance. Now let's move on to our strategy

Friends, if any stock is coming down after being rejected from
one level and coming up with support from one level, that
means doing sideways momentum, then whenever the stock
breaks the resistance or support level, then we can get a good
momentum there.



entry

target 

stoploss

Friends, if any stock breaks any resistance level then your entry
should be there immediately. We do not get the opportunity
and the momentum goes out of our hands and if the stock goes
up then we wait for it to come down but that stock does not
come down and then we start feeling that if we buy here then
our stoploss will be even bigger and the stock goes up and up

Friends, if there is a support break, then this question must
have come in your mind that why we did not give entry level
here...



Friends, whenever there is a break of resistance level or
support level in a stock, there comes a high volume with big
candle  and there was no momentum, friends, this thing is also
to be noted that when resistance or support break then there
comes a big moment

resistance 

Support 

entry 

target 



Support 
Entry 

stoploss

target 



 Support 

 Support
break 

Friends, the stock which is in the above chart is in a down
trend and a support line is going upside down to support, now
at which point I am going to understand you, note it carefully
friends, if any stock has to go up then that Doesn't go straight
upside, he first forms a base, creates a level, breaks the level
after making a level, then after some momentum, again the
stock comes around that level and after that the stock starts
the journey of upside
In the above chart, the stock is in a down trend, after that a
little upside momentum is seen taking support and as soon as
the support is broken, the stock comes down.
How can we do this trade...



Entry 

Stoploss

target

Friends, you have to trade according to the above chart, now
all of you must have a question in your mind that according to
which we have set the target and stoploss.
Friends, the stock which is in the above chart was in a
downtrend and the stock was moving up by respecting a
support and as the support broke, the stock gave downside
momentum, so what is the importance of taking a trade
there.... (Support Break ) That's done and there we have
entered for the bottom and we should have said stoploss,
which was its first high, that stoploss is the best, that should
be our stoploss 



double top Strategy 

Friends, you can use this strategy in any stock index, crypto
forex, all you have to do is to find the double top pattern, you
have to use the 5-15 minute chart here and you can also use
this strategy for swing trade long trade that's it. that time
frame will be different

double top pattern 

top  1 top  1

Friends, whenever we see a double top pattern like this, then
we have to wait by drawing a level and we will enter the trade
when our level is broken.



Support Level 

Support break 

Support level 2

Friends, in this way you also have to make the level in the
double top pattern and you have to enter as soon as level 1
breaks.

entry 

stoploss

target



top 1
top 2

entry 

stoploss

target

top 1 top 2

entry 

target

stoploss



entry 

stoploss

target

(Support Level) 
Friends, whenever a stock goes upside , it does not go above a
suddenly.
For example, if a stock moves upwards from one level, then
that stock returns one more time around the same level and
buyers enter somewhere there

Q. Why Stock returns at the same level?
A. We are thinking of buying a stock at some level and there
comes a good momentum from that level from a dam and
there we miss that stock, so we can buy it that's why the stock
returns once again. around that level
And not only us, all the buyers make the same entry



Friends, you do not have to trade just by looking at the level
that I have shared with you, you have to trade with a little too
much and friends, no matter how big or small the trade is, we
have to put stoploss



Gap Up Strategy 

Friends, whenever we hear the name of the Gap Up Strategy,
then we start feeling the downside trigger, that means we
keep waiting for the Selling Entry, friends, often the market
feels the gap by opening the gap up, but sometimes the
market gets bigger when the gap is open. If the moment
happens, then we are going to find the trigger of the upside in
this strategy, before this strategy has to be set in Nifty and
Banknifty, before that the strategy has to be understood and
the chart of Nifty and Banknifty has to be opened and see the
strategy which has been told to you here in the market. What is
Momentum

Friends, in the above chart, the gap up market has opened and
a good moment has come, in Banknifty, now we have to know
how we have to capture such a moment.
Friends, first of all we have to wait for 1 2 candles to close as
soon as the market opens.



As soon as three candles of five minutes close, it means that
today we can get a good momentum as soon as the high of the
third candle is broken, you have to enter the buy side as in the
example given above

entry 

target

stoploss



entry 
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stoploss

entry 

stoploss

target



Friends, most of the beginners say that it is very difficult to
earn money from the market, they all are right because they
are all beginners, they all have not studied well, I believe it is
easy to withdraw money from the market, just we have a little
understanding and trust in ourselves. should be
   2 things are very important in the market
   If patience and discipline is yours, then no one can stop you
from earning money from the market.



volume profile Strategy 

Friends, in this strategy, we are going to use the same
indicator, namely volume profile, friends, here we are also
going to use price action, so here you have to work a little
harder to understand this strategy.

Friends, here we are going to use 15 minute chart and we are
going to use this strategy in stocks.
First of all you have to add volume profile indicator in the
chart.



Indicator 

Friends, volume profile tells us that at which level the
maximum buying and selling has happened, now you have
come to buy and sell the most, we have to mark that level.



Friends, as soon as you have added the level, immediately
remove the indicator, then wait for the confirmations.
Now how to know if stock will go up or down it is simple to
know when we will get higher high pattern then we can get
upside moment in stock and when we get lower low pattern
there we can get downside moment ok Now we will see
example

Friends, in this strategy, we will enter the same where we will
get higher high lower low pattern with higher volume, we will
enter there as you are able to see in the above chart.



entry  

target

stoploss

Level :- Friends, the level which we have come out, there was a
big confusion, there was confusion because there was high
buying selling and till the confusion is not cleared, the stock
will move around the same level, when the confusion is
cleared, then the stock will start making big movements. If the
stock goes upside down it will form a higher high pattern and
if it goes down it will form a lower low pattern



Friends, the level of volume also acts as a support, if you miss
your stock from any level, then you can wait there and buy
from that level as you see in the above chart.

entry

target 

stoploss



Friends, in the above chart you had a selling opportunity
Where we have created 2 levels there was also similar
confusion means buying selling came at that level after that
the stock made a lower low candle just here we found a sell
trigger

Entry 

Stoploss 

target 


